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ABSTRACT
K2-18 b is a transiting mini-Neptune that orbits a nearby (38 pc), cool M3 dwarf and is located inside its region of temperate
irradiation. We report on the search for hydrogen escape from the atmosphere K2-18 b using Lyman-α transit spectroscopy with the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instrument installed on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). We analyzed the time-
series of fluxes of the stellar Lyman-α emission of K2-18 in both its blue- and redshifted wings. We found that the average blueshifted
emission of K2-18 decreases by 67%±18% during the transit of the planet compared to the pre-transit emission, tentatively indicating
the presence of H atoms escaping vigorously and being blown away by radiation pressure. This interpretation is not definitive because
it relies on one partial transit. Based on the reconstructed Lyman-α emission of K2-18, we estimate an EUV irradiation in the range
101 − 102 erg s−1 cm−2 and a total escape rate on the order of 108 g s−1. The inferred escape rate suggests that the planet will lose only
a small fraction (< 1%) of its mass and retain its volatile-rich atmosphere during its lifetime. More observations are needed to rule
out stellar variability effects, confirm the in-transit absorption, and better assess the atmospheric escape and high-energy environment
of K2-18 b.
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1. Introduction
Short-period exoplanets orbiting nearby, cool M dwarfs are
prime targets for the search and characterization of atmospheres
of low-mass, sub-Neptune-sized worlds. One particular target
that falls in this category is K2-18 b, which was first pointed
out as a transiting planet candidate by Montet et al. (2015) and
later confirmed with Spitzer photometry (Benneke et al. 2017)
and Doppler velocity measurements (Cloutier et al. 2017). This
planet has a radius of RP = 2.711 ± 0.065 R⊕, a mass of
MP = 8.64 ± 1.35 M⊕ and an orbital period of Torb = 32.9 d
(Cloutier et al. 2019). At an average distance of 0.14 au from
its host star, K2-18 b receives a similar amount of bolometric
irradiation to that received by the Earth from the Sun. Never-
theless, its high-energy environment is unconstrained, and its
density is consistent with either a significant H2/He envelope
or a 100% H2O composition (Sarkis et al. 2018; Cloutier et al.
2019). The host star is a nearby M2.8-type dwarf located at 38
pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), rendering K2-18 b one of
the best mini-Neptunes suitable for atmospheric follow-up us-
ing the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST), and high-resolution infrared spectrographs.
? The HST Lyman-α spectra are available in electronic form at the
CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
The 0.4–5.0 µm transmission spectrum of K2-18 b mea-
sured with data from the Kepler satellite (K2 mission), the Wide-
Field Camera 3 (WFC3/HST), and the Infrared Array Camera
(IRAC/Spitzer) revealed the presence of water vapor in its lower
atmosphere (Benneke et al. 2019; Tsiaras et al. 2019). By com-
paring atmospheric models with the data, Benneke et al. con-
cludes that the best match is a H2-dominated atmosphere with
water vapor absorbing above the cloud deck below the 10-1000
mbar pressure level. While these observations provided us with
some initial information regarding the composition of its lower
atmosphere, they do not constrain the abundances of molecular
species.
Models predict that the deposition of high-energy photons
(X-rays and far-ultraviolet) produced by the host star leads to
an expansion of the planetary upper atmosphere, as well as the
production of H atoms due to photodissociation of H2O (e.g.,
Ip 1983; Wu & Chen 1993). This expansion populates the outer
layers of the planetary atmosphere where the gas is collision-
less, also known as the exosphere. It is therefore likely that the
atmosphere of K2-18 b, which is rich in H2 and H2O, possesses
a H-rich exosphere. Previous HST observations have shown evi-
dence for the presence of large-scale, H-rich exospheres around
the warm Neptunes GJ 436 b (Ehrenreich et al. 2015; Lavie
et al. 2017; dos Santos et al. 2019) and GJ 3470 b (Bourrier
et al. 2018). However, to date, no evidence for extended atmo-
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spheres has been found for planets smaller than Neptune, as non-
detections were reported for the super-Earths 55 Cnc e (Ehrenre-
ich et al. 2012), HD 97658 b (Bourrier et al. 2017c), GJ 1132 b
(Waalkes et al. 2019), and pi Men c (García Muñoz et al. 2019),
and marginal detections were reported for the small rocky-planet
systems in TRAPPIST-1 (Bourrier et al. 2017a) and Kepler-444
(Bourrier et al. 2017b).
In this letter, we report the results of a series of far-ultraviolet
(FUV) observations of two transits of K2-18 b using the Space
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) installed on HST. The
aim of these observations was to perform Lyman-α transmission
spectroscopy of K2-18 b in order to detect its H-rich exosphere,
which should produce an excess absorption in the stellar Lyman-
α emission during the transit of the planet.
2. Observations and data reduction
K2-18 was observed with HST/STIS and the grating G140M (re-
solving power R ≈ 10000) during two transits on June 18 2017
and March 9 2018 (Program GO-14221, PI: D. Ehrenreich). The
first visit (A) allowed five exposures, of which only the first two
were successful but were severely contaminated by strong geo-
coronal emission; this contamination completely swamped the
stellar Lyman-α emission and rendered this visit unsuitable for
analysis (see Fig. 1). The second visit (B) contained four suc-
cessful exposures, of which two were performed before the tran-
sit ingress and the other two in-transit.
The data were reduced using the standard STIS pipeline, ex-
cept for the spectral extraction. Since the star is faint, the au-
tomated extraction is unable to accurately find the stellar spec-
trum in the flat-fielded frames. Furthermore, the dark current
background of the FUV-MAMA detector of STIS reaches levels
high enough to be comparable with the stellar spectrum. In or-
der to correctly extract the spectrum and remove the dark current
background, we use the x1d method of stistools1 with user-
defined values for the location of: i) the spectrum in the cross-
dispersion direction, and ii) the regions where the dark current
background near the spectrum can be accurately estimated.
Using visual inspection, we determined the location of the
spectrum in the cross-dispersion direction to be y = 389 px
(parameter a2center in the pipeline). Determining the best lo-
cation of the background is not as straightforward; normally,
the pipeline extracts the background from regions far from the
spectrum, but these regions have discrepant levels of dark cur-
rent compared to the region of the spectrum. Therefore, we
chose to use regions immediately near the location of the spec-
trum to determine the background (parameters bk1offst and
bk2offst in the pipeline), namely at a distance of ∆ = 20 px
from a2center. We combine the two out-of-transit spectra and
the two in-transit spectra separately in order to isolate potential
signals of an atmospheric signal of K2-18 b, and the resulting
spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
3. Tentative detection of a H-rich exosphere in
K2-18 b
Since the interstellar medium (ISM) absorbs the core of the
Lyman-α emission line, we can only observe the attenuated
fluxes in the blue and red wings of the stellar line. We integrated
1 Software freely available at https://stistools.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/.
the flux densities in wavelength space between Doppler veloci-
ties [-160, -50] km s−1 and [+50, +160] km s−1, respectively, to
produce the Lyman-α light curves in the blue and red wings.
During Visit B, we observe a steep decrease in the
blueshifted Lyman-α fluxes during the transit of K2-18 b (left
panel in Fig. 3), reaching almost zero emission near the plane-
tary egress. This decrease in flux is also seen when we compare
the combined out-of-transit and in-transit spectra (see Fig. 2).
The redshifted Lyman-α emission of the combined in-transit or-
bits varies by 14% ± 23%, which is consistent with a stable red-
shifted flux during the visit; this indicates that the variation in the
blue wing is likely to be astrophysical in nature. Similar results
are obtained even when we extract the background emission at
different positions in the detector.
The blue wing flux measured in the combined in-transit spec-
tra decreases by 67% ± 18% in relation to the combined out-of-
transit spectra; in particular, the last orbit displays an absorption
of 93% ± 18% in relation to the combined out-of-transit spectra.
Although statistically significant, we conservatively deem this
result tentative until it is repeated in future observations; for a
reference, the intrinsic stellar variability of the Lyman-α emis-
sion of HD 97658 b is on the order of a few tens of percent at
∼2σ confidence (Bourrier et al. 2017c). If confirmed to be linked
to the transit of K2-18 b, the variation in Lyman-α flux can be
interpreted as the absorption caused by an extended, H-rich ex-
osphere of the planet. Such a large absorption signal can be ex-
plained by a combination of large atmospheric escape rate and
long photoionization lifetime of the H atoms in the exosphere.
This result gives further support to the hypothesis that K2-18 b
possesses a H2-dominated envelope (as in the conclusions of
Benneke et al. 2019), unlike the super-Earths 55 Cnc e and
HD 219134 b. Previous results for the super-Earths HD 97658 b
and GJ 1132 b were inconclusive due to stellar variability for the
first (Bourrier et al. 2017c) and lack of stellar blue wing emission
in the second (Waalkes et al. 2019).
4. The high-energy environment of K2-18 b
Determining the high-energy environment of K2-18 b provides a
critical piece of information to interpret the evolution and current
state of its atmosphere. To that end, we used the STIS observa-
tions of K2-18 to reconstruct its intrinsic Lyman-α spectrum and
estimate the high-energy irradiation received by planet b. The re-
construction process follows the standard method used in, for ex-
ample, Bourrier et al. (2017a) and Bourrier et al. (2018). In short,
we fit the observed spectrum to a model of the intrinsic emission
line attenuated by ISM absorption, scaled for distance and con-
volved with the instrumental response; the fit yields an estimate
of the intrinsic emission and certain properties of the ISM in the
line of sight. In this process, we assume that the intrinsic Lyman-
α emission of K2-18 possesses a Gaussian profile (applicable for
M dwarfs and for the quality of the available spectra; see Bour-
rier et al. 2017b, 2018), and fix the temperature and turbulent
velocity of the ISM to 8000 K and 1.23 km s−1 (for the NGP
cloud, as estimated by the LISM calculator Redfield & Linsky
2008), respectively. We also set the deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio
(D i/H i) to 1.5×10−5 and the systemic velocity to 0.6537 km s−1
(measured with high-resolution spectra by Cloutier et al. 2017).
The result of the Lyman-α line reconstruction is shown in
Fig. 4. We simultaneously fit each exposure to a global Lyman-
α line model within ±300 km s−1 in the stellar rest frame, ex-
cluding the band that corresponds to significant airglow con-
tamination (approximately the range ±50 km s−1, shown in or-
ange in Fig. 4). When fitting the in-transit orbits we excluded
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Fig. 1.HST/STIS spectra of K2-18 in Visits A (left panel) and B (right panel) obtained after data reduction (lines). The geocoronal and background
contamination is shown as vertical bars; in Visit A, the geocoronal emission overwhelms the stellar fluxes, preventing us from reliably measuring
the latter. The Doppler velocities are in the stellar rest frame.
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Fig. 2. HST/STIS spectra of K2-18 in Visit B. The Doppler velocities
are in the stellar rest frame. The shaded interval is the region with geo-
coronal contamination.
the pixels corresponding to the range potentially absorbed by
the planet. We explore the parameter space using the Markov
chain Monte Carlo ensemble sampler implementation of emcee
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013); in addition, we report the un-
certainties based on the highest density interval (HDI), which
contains 68.3% of the distribution mass such that no point out-
side the interval has a higher density than any point within it. We
fit for four free parameters in total: the temperature (assuming
a Gaussian thermal broadening) and amplitude of the intrinsic
stellar Lyman-α line, and the radial velocity and H i density of
the ISM. We estimated the EUV flux in K2-18 b using the rela-
tion from Linsky et al. (2014).
We determined that the heliocentric radial velocity of the
ISM is VR = 11.39+4.04−4.73 km s
−1, and the H i column density in
the line of sight is log10 η = 18.16
+0.44
−0.34 cm
−2. While η is consis-
tent with the results from Wood et al. (2005), the value we de-
termined for VR differs by 2σ with the value predicted by LISM
calculator (Redfield & Linsky 2008).
We estimated the properties of the high-energy environment
of K2-18 b based on the reconstructed Lyman-α emission and the
results are shown in Table 1; the large uncertainties in these esti-
mates are due to the low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the spectra
Table 1. Properties of the high-energy environment of K2-18 b.
Lyman-α flux (erg s−1 cm−2) 100.7+96.1−82.4
EUV 10-91.2 nm flux (erg s−1 cm−2) 107.9+124.7−90.8
Photoionization rate (×10−6 s−1) 3.7+7.5−3.5
Photoionization lifetime (h) 3600+49900−2400
Escape rate at 100% efficiency (×108 g s−1) 3.5+4.0−2.9
and the uncertainties in the semi-empirical relations used to esti-
mate the EUV flux. The best fit model of the intrinsic Lyman-α
emission of K2-18 results in a β (ratio between radiation pres-
sure and stellar gravity; see right axis of Fig. 4) of about 2.2. Al-
though more data would be necessary to confirm this line shape,
and the corresponding high β, it nonetheless suggests that ra-
diation pressure could blow away the escaping hydrogen atoms
more strongly in K2-18 b than in GJ 436 b (Bourrier et al. 2016)
or the TRAPPIST-1 planets (Bourrier et al. 2017a). This value of
β is similar to that inferred for GJ 3470 b (Bourrier et al. 2018),
which could indicate that the exosphere of K2-18 b possesses a
similar shape. Using the energy-limited escape (e.g., Salz et al.
2015) as an initial estimate, we predict that the total escape rate
in K2-18 b is two orders of magnitude lower when compared
to the values inferred for GJ 436 b (∼2.2 ×1010 g s−1; Bourrier
et al. 2016) and GJ 3470 b (∼8.5 ×1010 g s−1; Bourrier et al.
2018). We estimated the photoionization rate and lifetime as in
Bourrier et al. (2017c), which yields a value likely above 1200
h for the latter; this long lifetime means that the H atoms in the
exosphere of K2-18 b could stay neutral for much longer than
in GJ 436 (12 h) and GJ 3470 b (3.5 h). These results are not
surprising because K2-18 b is subject to lower irradiation levels
than the aforementioned warm Neptunes.
The inferred escape rate of K2-18 b is likely underestimated
because we do not take into account the stellar X-ray flux, which
is currently unknown. For a similar star like GJ 436, the ratio be-
tween X-ray and EUV emission is ∼0.23 (Bourrier et al. 2016),
which provides an upper limit on the level of underestimation
contained in our calculation; however, the contribution of X-ray
flux may be less important for the ionization conditions because
of the smaller ionization cross-section when compared to EUV
wavelengths.
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Fig. 3. Light curves of the blue (left panel) and red (right panel) wings of the Lyman-α emission of K2-18 during the transit of planet b. Time = 0
corresponds to the transit center according to the ephemeris of Benneke et al. (2019). The vertical red lines represent the ingress and egress of
K2-18 b. Visit A was affected by strong geocoronal contamination, and therefore the measured stellar fluxes are likely inaccurate.
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed intrinsic Lyman-α spectrum of K2-18 (green) and
the average Lyman-α profile as observed with HST/STIS (black bars).
The red (blue) curve shows the inferred observable spectrum with (with-
out) instrumental convolution and the shaded region represents the 1σ
uncertainty for the red curve. The dotted curve shows the inferred ISM
absorption profile.
5. Conclusions
K2-18 b is currently one of the best targets for transit spec-
troscopy among sub-Neptune planets due to its large scale
height, its short distance from the Sun, and the infrared bright-
ness of the host star. Previous results have shown evidence that
the atmosphere of the planet is dominated by H2/He and con-
tains water vapor. In these atmospheric conditions and under the
expected high levels of EUV irradiation, K2-18 b is prone to ef-
ficiently losing its atmosphere and producing a detectable excess
absorption of H in Lyman-α caused by a H-rich exosphere dur-
ing transit. In this study we analyzed four HST orbits before and
during the transit of K2-18 b with the STIS instrument to search
for this feature.
We analyzed the flux time series of both the blue- and red-
shifted wings of the stellar Lyman-α emission. The blue wing
displays a significant excess absorption during the transit; in par-
ticular, near the egress of K2-18 b, the flux in the blue wing is
consistent with 100% absorption. The in-transit red wing fluxes
vary by 14% ± 23% and are significantly more stable than the
blue wing fluxes. A blueshifted absorption could indicate the
presence of a H-rich exosphere around K2-18 b being swept
away by radiation pressure from its host star towards the direc-
tion of the observer, similar to the exospheres of GJ 436 b and
GJ 3470 b.
Despite the low S/N of the observed spectra, we were able
to reconstruct the intrinsic stellar emission (without the ISM ab-
sorption) to assess the high-energy environment of K2-18 b. Our
first estimate for the expected total escape rate of K2-18 b leads
to a value on the order of 108 g s−1. The ratio between radiation
pressure and gravity (β) suggests that the exosphere of K2-18 b
is in a similar state to that observed for GJ 3470 b. We estimate
that the EUV (10 − 91.2 nm) flux in the planet is on the order of
101 − 102 erg s−1 cm−2. At the estimated escape rate, it is likely
that the planet will lose only a small fraction (1% or less) of its
mass during its remaining lifetime, and therefore it is probably
not an archetypal planet crossing the radius valley to become a
bare rock (Fulton et al. 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2018; Fulton &
Petigura 2018); as such, the planet will likely retain its volatile-
rich atmosphere due to the more amenable EUV irradiation flux
than for example GJ 3470 b, which is at least ten times more
EUV irradiated than K2-18 b.
Since we observed only one partial transit of K2-18 b, we
conclude that the H-rich exosphere detection is only tentative
for now, and more observations are needed to rule out stellar
activity effects and confirm the reported feature. Furthermore,
additional observations of the Lyman-α spectrum of K2-18 will
help in better constraining the high-energy environment of the
planet and its atmospheric escape history.
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